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Free Essay: When we look to define happiness, many different ideas come to mind. In Brave New World, Aldus Huxley
argues that a society can redefine.

John is taken to see all the attractions of new world society and doesn't like them. Make a note of your answer
so you can see if you change your mind after you finish the book. He's odd because he wants to look at a
stormy sea without listening to sugary music on the radio. This quote shows Huxley to list the glories of
history, from the Bible to Beethoven, in a single paragraph, thus showing what his new world has whisked
away like dust. He thinks again of Miranda's words- but mockingly this time- as he looks at the Deltas, and
says, over and over again, "O brave new world. Lenina goes on an hour soma "trip" to escape from the horrors
she encountered on the Reservation. There is no emotional attachment and therefore when a relationship ends,
no one is hurt. This threatens to destroy the conditioning the Deltas are receiving, and the nurse in charge has
to give them chocolate eclairs to remind them that death is a natural and happy event. He quotes lines from
The Tempest that Huxley expects the reader to know even if Bernard doesn't. While she was pregnant, she
visited a Savage Reservation, hurt herself in a fall, and got lost, missing her return trip to London. It is a world
away from civilized London: the Zunis are impoverished, dirty, ravaged by disease and old age, and still cling
to their ancient religion. That's how the students feel when the Director utters those unmentionable words.
Instead, the Savage sets himself up as a hermit in an abandoned air-lighthouse once used to show helicopters
their proper air route. John used Linda's stories of the Other Place as the first building blocks of his own
mental world. In Brave New World, Huxley clearly belongs in the satiric group. Huxley's novel is a novel of
Utopia, and a science-fiction novel. Mond and John stand categorically on two standpoints of a same debate,
and their respective opinions on the Model Society are completely tinted by their own experiences: for John,
passion and truth entail pain, while for Mond, stability necessitates sacrifice: Knowledge was the highest
good, truth the simplest value â€¦. Then, a bottled embryo undergoes the initial conditioning that will
determine its skills and strength, in keeping with its destiny as an Alpha, Beta, Gamma, Delta, or Epsilon.
Huxley mentions but never explains sports that use complex equipment whose manufacture keeps the
economy rolling- sports called Obstacle Golf and Centrifugal Bumble-puppy. It works only for "moral
education," which here means conditioning people's behavior by verbal suggestion when their psychological
resistance is low- by repeated messages about what's good or bad, in words that require no intellectual activity
but can be digested by a sleeping brain. When using soma they are able to escape from the harsh and
uncomfortable reality of truth for a hallucinatory holiday to calm their mind. But John finds a reference in
Shakespeare for everything he feels. According to the Director and to the principles of Fordist society,
happiness is conditioned acceptance of your circumstances. He discovered time, death, and God- things about
which the citizens of Utopia have only very limited knowledge. Women, who cannot have babies themselves,
decide to have babies through surrogate mothers, who are impregnated using artificial insemination.
Helmholtz doesn't like the way Bernard switches back and forth from boasting to self-pity, the way he knows
what to do only after he should have done it, when it's too late. In his novel, Huxley criticizes the practical
applications of Utopia in actual society. John, Bernard, Helmholtz, and the Controller express ideas through
real personalities, but you will enjoy most of the others more if you see them as cartoon characters rather than
as full portraits that may seem so poorly drawn that they will disappoint you. In both kinds of books the
portrayal of individual characters tends to take a back seat to the portrayal of the society they live in. All the
babies are conditioned, physically and chemically in the bottle, and psychologically after birth, to make them
happy citizens of the society with both a liking and an aptitude for the work they will do. He keeps John in
England, but John finds a place where he can lead a hermit's life, complete with suffering. Not understanding
this, she finally comes to his apartment and takes her clothes off. Drugs specifically the drug of choice soma is
authorized and abundant, and orgies, and leisure abound. Americans might know them best through the novels
of William Faulkner. Radio and television sets in North Korea are required to be tuned to the government
broadcasts and others are not endorsed. When he returns from the Savage Reservation with John, he is
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suddenly popular with important people and successful with women, and he loves it. Does Huxley think it's
true? They develop in bottles and are "decanted"- a word that usually refers to pouring wine gently out of its
bottle so that the sediment at the bottom is not disturbed. For example, themes like science, sex, power,
freedom and confinement, drugs and alcohol, society and class, and dissatisfaction as different themes that
Huxley produces in the novel. The boy grew up absorbing three cultures: the Utopia he heard about from his
mother; the Indian culture in which he lived, but which rejected him as an outsider; and the plays of
Shakespeare, which he read in a book that survived from pre-Utopian days. It does its best to eliminate any
painful emotion, which means every deep feeling, every passion.


